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Introduction to the webinar by Jenny Manson 

Welcome to all  

Our Report How the EHRC Got It So Wrong: Antisemitism and the Labour Party by Jewish 
Voice for Labour was put together from contributions from many JVL members and in 
particular the ‘EHRC’ team, Mike Cushman, Richard Kuper and my co-chair Leah Levane.  

Thanks also to Naomi Wayne, Geoffrey Bindman and other excellent expert contributors; 
and to Verso and the Haldane for a very productive partnership. 

A special thank you too to Michael Mansfield for chairing and our four excellent speakers.  
Liz Fekete fitted in this meeting with another equally important and has to leave at 6.45. 

This is a sombre time, a terrifying escalation of violence reflecting an escalating assault on 
the rights of Palestinians over decades. Behind the politics of this evening’s discussion has 
been the attempt to silence knowledgeable critics of Israel’s policies   and supporters of 
Palestinian rights including within Israel itself. And this silencing happening in so many parts 
of the world contributes to the continuation of these unjust policies.  

This plus the power struggle in the Labour Party reflected in the mainstream media is the 
backdrop to the protracted, ferocious controversy surrounding  allegations of Labour 
antisemitism.  

This political controversy boiled down to three main claims. That Labour’s elected 
leadership was antisemitic. That antisemitism had become widespread in the Party. And 
that the Party was “institutionally” antisemitic.  

In July 2019, the Equality and Human Rights Commission, or EHRC, launched an investigation 
into allegations of antisemitism in Labour.  

This investigation got off on the wrong foot: its Terms of Reference did not, as required by 
law, specify the unlawful acts suspected.   

JVL asked for that information but got no response. So we put in two lengthy submissions, 
plus I personally refuted baseless allegations against me contained in a submission from the 
Jewish Labour Movement.  

There is no evidence that the EHRC gave any real consideration to my submission. It seems 
that I am the “Wrong sort of Jew”. As with my JVL colleagues, the rich history of our 
parental families and traditions, religious and secular, Zionist and anti-Zionist and each of 
our individual brand of Jewishness, apparently count for nothing.    

This climate has meant that since 2016 I have experienced discomfort as a Jew in the Labour 
Party, as never before in my membership of 50 years. 

When the EHRC report was published, in October 2020, it was held up as authoritative 
vindication of the political allegations against Labour. Our new study shows a very different 
truth.  

To begin with, the EHRC Report’s actual findings were far more limited than the political 
charges against Labour.  There were NO findings against former leader Jeremy Corbyn,  nor 
any findings that antisemitism was widespread in the Party, nor that Labour had victimised 
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anyone, nor that the Labour Partly had directly discriminated against any member (i.e. 
treated any member less favourably) because of their religion or race. 

Rather, the EHRC determined that two individuals in a Party of over half a million members, 
described as ‘agents’, had harassed Jews, that Labour did not adequately train its 
complaints staff; and that Labour officials intervened in politically sensitive complaints.  

But the EHRC’s own findings and other external evidence indicate that leadership 
intervention favoured antisemitism complainants and sped up decision-making.  

And even the EHRC’s limited conclusions are both empirically and legally dubious.  

For example, its harassment determinations misrepresent evidence and deviate from legal 
precedent that protects freedom of speech in matters of political controversy as Ammar 
Kazmi will explain.   

Plus, the EHRC’s decision to consider so called insufficient antisemitism training as a stand-
alone issue automatically absolved it from even having to acknowledge the obvious 
comparator the complete absence of Islamophobia training. 

And the framework for these findings was fundamentally wrong. 

The EHRC is responsible for oversight of the Equality Act 2010. In  carrying out a so-called 
‘Investigation into antisemitism in the Labour Party’, the EHRC acted entirely outside its 
legal brief.   

Not only is the meaning of  ‘antisemitism’ highly contested, including among Jews, it is not a 
legal term. Yet the EHRC repeatedly arbitrated on whether expressions were ‘antisemitic’, 
while not defining this term.  

The EHRC Report also referred throughout to a monolithic ‘Labour Party’, as if the raging 
disputes about alleged Labour antisemitism never happened.  It decided NOT to examine 
the evidence underlying Labour’s Leaked Report; and blamed Labour’s then leadership for 
failings that should be attributed to its bitter factional opponents.  

The EHRC report also defers to a non-existent entity called “the Jewish community”, 
obliterating the diversity of Jewish attitudes. This endorses the Jewish leadership’s goal of 
marginalising and invalidating dissenting Jewish perspectives, like those of JVL. 

One positive thing: the EHRC did some good work documenting the serious flaws in Labour’s 
complaints processes, and noting the especially harsh impact of these 
flaws on respondents.  Though it then spoilt its own work, by failing to follow up on these 
findings. 

Since  publication, the EHRC Report has been mobilised by  Keir Starmer’s leadership to 
justify driving out the left and silencing  debate within the party. Our assessment of the 
EHRC’s findings brings the facts into the daylight and   argues for a return to the open 
discussion that must be the lifeblood of any democratic organisation. 

 I encourage everyone to download the free ebook of our findings from the Verso Books 

website here. 

Back to Michael to introduce the speakers. 
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